
Nasdaq’s List of Fifth Character Symbol Suffixes 

For common stock issuances, Nasdaq assigns symbols between one and four characters in length.  

For subordinate issue classes, Nasdaq assigns five character symbols. Within the symbols, the fifth and last character 

relays basic information about the issue class or issue type as outlined in the table below.  

Character  Purpose   Notes 

A   Class A     

B      Class B  

C NextShares Exchange Traded Managed 
Funds   

See NextShares page on the Nasdaq Trader website for 
more information on this asset class.      

E N/A   Nasdaq now uses the Financial Status Indicator to denote 
when an instrument is delinquent in regulatory filings.  
Other markets may still use the “E” suffix for this purpose.     

F Foreign  Suffix is issued by Nasdaq at issuer request only.    

G First convertible bond     

H Second convertible bond, same company    

I Third convertible bond, same company     

J Voting   Temporary suffix used to denote shareholder vote situation 

K Non-Voting     

L Miscellaneous situations such as 
certificates of participation, preferred 
participation, and stubs   

 

M Fourth preferred, same company     

N Third preferred, same company     

O Second preferred, same company    

P First preferred     

Q N/A Nasdaq now uses the Financial Status Indicator to denote if 
an issuer has filed for bankruptcy.  Other markets may still 
use the “Q” suffix for this purpose.  

R Rights  

S Shares of Beneficial Interest (SBI)    

T With warrants or with rights     

U Units  

V When issues and when distributed     

W Warrants  

X Nasdaq Fund Network (NFN)   Instrument Nasdaq uses X suffix to denote a mutual fund or 
money market fund instrument priced via the NFN system.    

Y American Depository Receipts (ADRs)   Issued by Nasdaq at issuer request only.    

Z Miscellaneous situations such as 
certificates of preferred when issued   

 

   

Please note that Nasdaq reserves the right to change its stock symbol suffix methodology as market demands and 

regulatory changes dictate.    

http://www.nasdaqtrader.com/trader.aspx?id=ETMF
http://www.nasdaqtrader.com/Trader.aspx?id=NFN

